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Introduction

Corporate Overview
At December 31, 2019, the company’s portfolio totalled c.5m
gross square feet (including Audley), valued at c.£1bn, and
our occupancy rate was 96% (excluding developments ).

About this report
This is our annual sustainability
report, now referred to as ESG
(Environmental, Social and
Governance) rather than CSR
(Corporate Social Responsibility) for
reasons related to the more precise
assessment of our Company’s actions.
The report covers the sustainability
and related activities of Moorfield
Group (“Moorfield”), for the calendar
year ending 31 December 2019.
Specific environmental performance
disclosures may be broken down by
asset class where appropriate. Unless
otherwise stated, environmental data
in this report pertains exclusively to the
assets and activities within Moorfield’s
operational control and does not
include data for assets where we do
not have operational control.
No significant changes occurred in
Moorfield’s organisation or chain of
suppliers during 2019.
EVORA provides verification for our
energy, emissions and water data for
our assets where we have operational
control.
We welcome feedback, which can be
directed to: sadie.malim@moorfield.
com

A Word from our CEO
Moving into 2020 marked the 24th
year as a real estate investment
manager for Moorfield and I am
once again reminded of the complex
and volatile challenges we have
encountered in real estate over this
period. None of these challenges have
been as impactful as the disruption
caused by the recent COVID
pandemic .

Moorfield.com

I certainly expect all real estate
sectors to be disrupted, with materially
more pain to be felt in the areas of
hospitality, leisure and retail. In all
of our investments, Moorfield are
being proactive and ensuring our
occupiers are getting the appropriate
support until we are in a more stable
environment. To take a positive from
the situation, I do believe that current
events could hasten the trend of
the real estate industry looking to
have more of a positive social and
environmental impact, something
Moorfield has been advocating for
many years. We believe in actions
as well as words and proactive
behaviour resulting from a desire not
simply a duty. So our stakeholder
responsibilities as Directors under
Section 172 of the Companies Act
2006 remain only a small part of
our collective value set when it
comes to environmental and social
responsibilities.
We have witnessed many other
challenges and changes over what
is almost quarter of a century that
Moorfield has been operating, some
of them are geopolitical, demographic
and societal, whereas others are
technological, legislative and
regulatory. Cross-border international
capital flows and global investment
trends have certainly played an
important role, as has the increased
speed, availability and transparency of
information. We have also thankfully
seen the recognition of the need for
much greater corporate and social
responsibility, also incorporating
diversity and inclusion. How we
behave corporately and personally,
what we do and say individually and
collectively, how we judge ourselves
and others and how we measure
success will all have greater impact

We have seen our industry change enormously over the
past 10 years with technology driven disruption rewriting
the rules of the ‘Traditional’ Retail, Offices and Industrial
sectors alongside the surge in the ‘Alternatives’ sectors,
where Moorfield has pioneered investment into Student
Accommodation, Build to Rent and Retirement Living..

on future generations than we can
possibly measure in the present. We
are waking up to the fact that we have a
responsibility to behave like trustees of
our civilisation and planet so that those
who come after us can also benefit. We
are very aware of this at Moorfield and
our policies reflect it.
2019 was a good year for Moorfield on
a number of different fronts, not least of
which was our focus on ESG matters.
A sense of pride is palpable amongst
the Moorfield team when considering
all the ongoing sustainability activities
that occur right across our portfolio. But
we must not stand still and so it has also
been a time to revise our targets. I am
pleased to say that we have reduced
our energy consumption by 8% since
2016 and now we intend to be bold and
announce our ‘net zero carbon by 2030
strategy’ It will be demanding, but we
are confident that our Funds are ready
for the challenge.
We believe that it is time for real estate
to take its place in the global climate
conversation. We are determined to
demonstrate the synergies possible
between excellence in sustainability
and prudent real estate management.
We look forward to reporting another
exceptional year in sustainability
achievements in 2020.
Marc E.C.Gilbard
Chief Executive Officer

It remains our intention to be committed to our original
strategy of being a UK only investment and asset manager,
focusing on London and the dominant Regional cities,
and we will continue to invest in the Traditional real estate
sectors, when the time is right, as we have always done,
applying a hands-on active approach to unlock value and
take advantage of change and disruption. However, we are
currently biased towards the Alternative real estate sectors,
which are very much in our corporate DNA and have been

Over 650
Indirect
Employees
24 years
in operation

a significant part of our investment strategy for MREFIII,
MREFIV and MAREF and will no doubt remain a focus of
ours for the foreseeable future. We pride ourselves on our
ability to spot and respond to changing customer needs and
preferences, as understanding the impact of demographical
trends and social factors can present material opportunity.
We aim to achieve consistent investment performance
results against the backdrop of a cyclical real estate
market by investing in both defensive sectors, i.e. those
underpinned by strong demographics and fundamental
supply and demand imbalances, and more cyclically
sensitive sectors when the timing is right.
Alongside our value-add activities, we are also exploring a
‘Residential for Rent’ income focussed investment vehicle
where assets are retained for the longer term. This will be
complementary to our existing activities and we are all very
focussed on beginning this new area of opportunity for
Moorfield.

20
Employees

27 Live
Investments

3
Active
Funds

c.£1bn
Assets under
Management

Charles Ferguson Davie - Chief Investment Officer
‘ESG is at the forefront of all our decision-making and we are
particularly excited this year about our plans to get to net zero
carbon by 2030’
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Sector Updates

More. - Build To Rent (BTR) / Multifamily
Consolidating our expertise in Build to Rent
We were one of the first to identify the BTR/Multifamily
opportunity in the UK. Having first invested in student
accommodation in 1997 and then in hotels a few years later,
we understood the importance of meeting and surpassing
customers’ needs and so in 2012 we entered the BTR
market by providing residential for rent units within a mixed
use commercial and residential scheme in Sheffield called
Velocity Village. Following the success of Veloctiy Village
we launched our first dedicated BTR project, The Keel in
Liverpool (2015) which currently remains the only ‘round-trip’
(i.e. designed for rent, developed, stabilised and sold) BTR
investment achieved in the UK.
In November 2019, we accelerated our Build to Rent
ambition with the launch of More. the umbrella brand for our
existing and future BTR assets, consolidating our extensive
expertise within the sector into a distinct platform. The More.
platform currently contains three schemes, totalling 785
apartments: Duet and The Trilogy in Manchester and The
Forge in Newcastle.
More. embraces our unique set of ‘Superenting’ brand
standards found in all our BTR schemes and covers an
approach to aesthetically and environmentally friendly
design, which appeals to our discerning and tech savvy
customers, together with a strong focus on community
engagement.

Each of our BTR schemes provides a mix of one, two- and
three-bedroom apartments. They are fully kitted out with
state-of-the-art appliances and are designed to optimise
space with market leading on-site amenities, including
extensive communal facilities to support co-working,
wellness and socialising.
All More. residents can take advantage of an attractive
social calendar of events, benefit from ultra-fast fibre optic
WiFi connectivity, an on-site 24hrs concierge Committee,
dedicated cycle storage, a fully equipped gym, automated
parcel lockers, electronic key security software and a
residents’ app, designed to allow hassle free reporting of
maintenance issues.
As we put this report together we are still in the midst of the
COVID lockdown and despite the operational challenges it
is with great pride that we have watched our on-site teams
fully embrace the superenting concept by continuing to offer
fantastic services to the More. residents. The on-site teams
have helped with grocery shopping for those isolating,
organised extensive social and community events online
and continued to negotiate the best offers to our residents
from third party suppliers throughout this period. .

Ross Netherway- Head of Origination
‘ESG is no longer just a value protection agenda, but rather
represents opportunities to enhance the long term value of our
investments’
Moorfield.com
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The Trilogy
This 232-apartment scheme in Manchester’s Castlefield,
completed in June 2019. The landmark BTR scheme and
has proven very popular, having fully let within 8 months.
Pleasingly the scheme's appeal has been appropriately
recognised as The Trilogy was named best BTR scheme
across the whole of the UK in the 2019 Homeviews BTR
report.

The Forge

Domain - Student Accommodation
Consolidating our expertise in Build to Rent
We were one of the first investors in Student Accommodation when we launched the Domain platform in 1997 and we have
now developed and operated some 7,000 beds.

The Toybox
Our latest purpose built, 290 bed student accommodation
development in the heart of Birmingham reached
practical completion in September of 2019 and was fully
let on opening. The scheme is of a very high-quality with
impeccable interior design and stylish communal facilities
focused on enhancing the students’ university experience
as well as support their well-being. The development was
shortlisted for “Private Halls of Residence of the Year” at the
2019 Property Week Student Accommodation Awards.

Completed in May 2019. This scheme sits at the heart of the
Stephenson Quarter, just a five minute walk to Newcastle
Central Station. Featuring 283 stylish apartments over 11
floors this is the first rental scheme of its kind in Newcastle.
The Forge was also recognised in the 2019 Homeviews BTR
report, as a top 5 regional BTR scheme.

Hox Park,

Duet
Opened in December 2019. Located in Salford Quays
on the waterfront next to MediaCityUK, Duet offers one,
two and three bed apartments, as well as state of the art
amenities. Duet has recently been named best BTR scheme
across the UK in the 2020 Homeviews BTR report.

Moorfield.com

Our 499 bed student accommodation scheme in Egham
(serving Royal Holloway University of London) opened in
September 2018. Students benefit from extensive amenities
including a private gym and wellness centre, parcel
lockers, café space and study areas as well as extensive
parking. The development was shortlisted for “Private
Halls of Residence of the Year” at the 2019 Property Week
Student Accommodation Awards. It was also commended
in the 2019 Brick Development Awards for Large Housing
Developer.
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Retirement Living

Offices

Audley Group, our retirement living platform, is the UK’s
leading retirement village developer and operator and has
had a very active year. The Group has two brands: Audley
Villages, founded in 1991 and aimed at the luxury end of the
market, and Mayfield Villages, a proposition with broader
appeal. Audley now has 7 completely sold out villages, with
another 12 at various stages of occupation or development.
The business currently has c. 600 employees and a fast
growing c.1,250 residents enjoying access to luxurious
country club style facilities with the benefit of access to
amazing amenities including; swimming pools, spa facilities,
gyms, restaurants, beautifully landscaped grounds and
personal care.

Mayfield Villages is the new brand from Audley Group,
providing high quality retirement living to more people.
Mayfield Villages’ first development will form part of the
Watford Riverwell regeneration project. Mayfield owners
benefit from access to the Mayfield Club with its wide range
of facilities, as well as flexible care if needed.
We are pleased to announce that this year Audley will be
producing its own dedicated report on its ESG activities
which will be available on their website https://www.
audleygroup.com/.

In 2019, Audley also completed a Joint venture agreement
with Octopus Real Estate (backed by Schroders) to acquire
and fund the development of four further Audley villages,
proving the institutional appetite for this fast growing
sector. Audley’s newest completed villages (Coopers Hill
near Runnymede and Stanbridge Earls near Romsey) were
officially opened for occupation during 2019, and these two
villages provide a combined 279 high quality units to the
platform.
Audley has continued to maintain its strong track record
of obtaining planning consents that support the local
community with two new unanimous consents being
achieved to deliver 172 units at Scarcroft Hall in Leeds and
72 units at Cobham in Surrey. The year also saw a number
of new additions to the awards cabinet. Audley was once
again awarded Retirement Living Operator of the Year
by RESI Awards and won best ‘What House’ retirement
village for Coopers Hill. Audley Care at Cleveden also won
Best End-of-Life Expertise at the Home Care Awards. The
demographics of the ageing population present Audley
with an exciting opportunity to keep growing, offering its
customers a quality of accommodation that is still rare in the
UK.

Marc Gilbard - Audley Chairman
‘Audley is a business that makes a significant social impact through
the health and wellbeing benefits it brings to its customers and the
role it plays in our social infrastructure. Of course, we also remain
very aware of our environmental responsibilities. We are pleased
to see Audley publish their first independent ESG report this year
highlighting the extent of the work they do’
Moorfield.com

The latest milestone of our successful value-add office
strategy was the letting (and subsequent sale) of Zeta, on
Cobalt Business Park in Newcastle, to Sage, the FTSE 100
technology company, representing the largest ever office
letting in the region. On behalf of three different private
equity real estate funds, we have now acquired, refurbished
and leased some 3 million sq ft / c.£1bn of office space
in London, Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, Newcastle,
Glasgow and Edinburgh. Our extensive expertise has
allowed us to originate, both on and off market, a range
of offices that includes financially distressed or undermanaged buildings, those requiring significant capex, or
those with upcoming material lease expiries. We have
undertaken substantial refurbishment programmes, often
on vacant or near vacant buildings, then secured strong

new occupational covenants on investment grade long term
leases before disposing of the assets on completion of the
business plan at suitably lower yields.
Underpinning this successful strategy has been the ability
to identify those sub-markets in major conurbations where
there has been a significant undersupply of flexible, Grade-A
office space and/or where there has been significant
infrastructure investment underway, such as Crossrail, to
improve the area’s desirability thereby driving up both rental
growth and capital values. Our most recent objective has
been to meet the emerging needs of occupiers for greater
space adaptability, higher productivity, quality design,
buildings with character, engaged occupational services
and employee satisfaction as well as strong sustainability
credentials.

Logistics
For over 20 years, Moorfield has established a long and
successful track record in investing in and managing
industrial and warehouse/distribution real estate. This
expertise has enabled us to actively participate in the highly
successful logistics sector. Having successfully executed a
logistics investment strategy for MREF II and III, Moorfield
is now building a portfolio of logistics assets for MREFIV
(Moorfield Logistics Partnership II) with a target of investing
in locations set to benefit from population increases and
infrastructure improvements. Our investment strategy
is to acquire c.£5m-£15m, single-let logistics assets in
undersupplied locations, at lower than replacement cost,

which offer significant reversionary income potential through
a range of asset management initiatives, and our ambition is
to build a portfolio in excess of 1 million ft².
In the second half of 2019 we made three additional
acquisitions to the logistics portfolio, which now comprises
four assets totalling 670,000 ft².
This is a sector which fits with our investment strategy
of identifying real estate supply / demand imbalances
and targeting demographic and/or societal shifts such as
the growth of online retailing, which is driving the strong
occupational demand.

Hugh Canham - Senior Asset Manager
‘ESG is a key principle of our ongoing management of the MREF
assets. Alongside our managing and operating partners we are
committed to running all buildings as efficiently as possible for our
customers and are looking forward to implementing our Net Zero
Carbon Pathway’
9
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Climate Change

Programme, Vision & Strategy
Our sustainability strategy incorporates Environmental,
Social and Governance aspects of our operations. This
report focuses on Environmental and Social topics with a
brief update to our governance programme.
Our environmental vision is a real estate investment portfolio
that minimises the environmental impact of the construction
and operation of our buildings, while maximising our tenants
occupational experiences, including comfort and wellbeing.
We also have to focus on our investors financial returns of
course as this is the life blood of our business.
Our social vision is a resilient company with a social
conscience and a sustainable supply chain that maximises
the wellbeing and productivity of both employees and
tenants.
We will accomplish this by achieving the highest levels

of performance in energy and water efficiency, waste
management, supply chain management, tenant
engagement, employee development, sustainable
construction and building operations, green building
certifications, green leases, materials selection and
community involvement.
We identify the critical issues to be included in our
sustainability strategies via a materiality process.
We believe that using an Environmental Management
System (EMS) supports better results. Moorfield’s EMS has
been established to align with the International Standards
Organisation (ISO) 14001 standard, which is an internationally
recognised approach to environmental management. We set
out below a summary of our ‘Plan, Do, Check, Act’ approach.
This enables us to address stakeholder requirements in a
structured fashion.

Stage 1 – Plan

Stage 2– Do

• Benchmark
Portfolio

• Write policies

• Peer Comparison

• Implement agreed
standards

• Risk Assessment

• Build consensus

• Efficiency investments

We identify climate change as a risk to our business, not to
mention the planet as a whole. By making the problem of
climate change a key driver in long term strategic decisionmaking, we will do our part to address this issue, creating
long-term value opportunities in the process.
Our ability to anticipate, mitigate and prevent impacts from
climate change is determined by the strength of our internal
governance efforts across all departments. Key anticipated
climate change impacts and opportunities, are set out below:
i. Higher costs for energy and water
• We will manage rising costs for energy and water through
our efficiency initiatives to protect our tenants, but it is
possible that as a result of climate change these costs
could increase faster that we can reduce our energy and
water use.
• In addition, climate change may cause changes in building
energy consumption patterns leading to increased peak
demand costs. Our demand response and battery storage
initiatives are being developed to help mitigate this risk.
ii. Increased environmental regulation
• Our ISO 14001 aligned management system helps us
comply with current and anticipated regulations.
• We recognise an increase focus on emissions through
carbon legislation in the future. This is why we verify and
disclose our Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions both in this
report and through disclosure platforms such as GRESB.
Another reason why we are committed to establishing net
zero carbon by 2030.
• There may be increased government incentives for
energy and water conservation, and we are well
positioned to continue to take advantage of these
opportunities.

Stage 4 – Act
• Review performance
• Reporting, disclosure
and communication

Moorfield.com

Stage 3 – Check
• Monitor performance

iii. Higher costs and more regulation in our supply chain
• Sourcing materials for our buildings could become
increasingly expensive and there could be disruptions
to the supply chains of our building materials, potentially
extending construction times or preventing us from
delivering buildings on time.
• Climate change could impact on services ion which we
rely, making it difficult to operate our properties
• There may new increased regulations around new
construction, potentially around water use or renewables
• We have experienced development and asset
management employees who will be able to mitigate
these increases as much as possible. Our procurement
procedures are stringent.
iv. Community Impacts
• The communities in which we operate could become
increasingly stressed as a result of climate change,
disrupting transportation, basic services and the ability of
our tenants and employees to maintain strong levels of
productivity.
• Our community engagement procedures are allowing an
element of climate emergency planning, which will help
us to preserve business and social continuity under more
strained community conditions.
v. Business Impacts
• By being proactive on managing climate change risks
we can obtain competitive insurance premiums for our
buildings
• Being proactive in the community on sustainability via
articles, industry forums and social media presence
protects our reputation in the industry
• Because we recognise that as a result of climate change,
our stakeholders are asking for increased transparency,
we have expanded our voluntary disclosure efforts, such
as including more measures in this report.

Heiko Figge - Head of Operational Asset Management
‘A ll our operational businesses either have already, or are in the
process of procuring green energy contracts and products and
services introduced to our sites are carefully evaluated and must
meet specified sustainability criteria.
On-site ESG meetings as well as all monthly reporting require each
building manager to report on progress made to deliver our ESG
targets’
11
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Climate Risk Management
Climate change risks and opportunities include policy, market, technology and reputational concerns and are one of our
focus areas. Below, we set out our approach to consideration of resilience risk at different stages of the asset life cycle.

Environmental

Acquisition
We conduct due diligence during the acquisition phase which includes assessing
risks posed by predicted future climate changes including flooding, building
resiliency, energy and water consumption, social impacts on the local
community, certifications and environmental regulations. This includes a due
diligence assessment, environmental report and dilapidation surveys.

Development
We ensure that climate change mitigation strategies are incorporated into
development and refurbishment strategies. Approaches vary by asset but can
include, for example, the positioning of important equipment on risers or on
upper floors in areas potentially prone to flooding in the future.

Operations
All of our assets have Emergency Response Plans that outline a building's
response to particular emergency scenarios that incorporate extreme weather
due to climate change.

Moorfield.com
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100% of electricity to be sourced from renewables by
2030, where contracts are under our control

• Tariff mapping of all energy consumption

Develop an implementation plan for solar PV rollout on all
viable roof spaces by 2022

• Sustainability Committee to progress Solar PV
implementation strategy, to encompass all viable
assets.

Obtain or estimate tenant energy consumption for >90%
of tenancies by 2022

• Implement green lease strategy and methodology for
collection of environmental performance data at each
asset

2019 Objectives

This chart also reflects that some assets have solar photovoltaic panels in situ, others are exploring carbon offsetting.

OBJECTIVE
Target operational Zero Net Carbon by 2030 (Scope 1&2)
and material Scope 3 emissions by 2030

Moorfield.com

NEXT STEPS
• Continuation of quarterly monitoring and measurement
of all energy consumption across all managed assets
aided by an increased AMR rollout
• Map opportunities for improvements within technical
audits

Hox Park
Trilogy
Forge
Duet
Toybox
Aberdeen
MLP2
Derby Riverlights

x
x
x
x
x
x
-

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x

-

-

AMR half-hourly meter

We’re actively promoting the energy efficiency of our assets
and implementing net zero roadmaps which outline energy
efficiency actions for each asset. We also make sure that
lighting upgrades across our assets meet our LED minimum
performance specifications for energy efficiency.

Smart Meters

As such, we are actively pursuing a net zero carbon
aligned strategy. This strategy means that we will
operate highly efficient buildings that will be running
on renewable energy as soon as is possible, but in a
considered manner.

In the meantime, we have continued to reduce our electricity
and energy consumption across our assets, including cutting
our like-for-like emissions by 37% from our 2016 emission
levels.

Lighting Sensors

We understand and acknowledge the reality of humaninduced climate change and we are already taking action to
decarbonise our business.

LED throughout

Energy & Climate

Green Energy Procured

We are pleased to announce our next round of goals and metrics.

x
-

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

Green Leases

SUSTAINABILITY CREDENTIALS OVERVIEW

Biodiversity Management

ASSET

to ascertain consumption trends, gauge how successful
initiatives were, provide consideration for variances and
understand our progress against targets set.

Staff - Sustainability Training

Current like-for-like energy consumption has
Reduce like-for-like energy consumption by 12% on a 2016 dropped by 7% since 2016. However, whilst
electricity consumption dropped by 17%, fuel use
baseline by 2020
has risen by 15%. Monitoring of these assets is
imperative over 2020 to reach the 12% reduction
target.

Below, we present an overview of some the sustainability
credentials that our portfolio possesses. It is evident that
LED and lighting sensors are commonplace. We also
conduct asset-level quarterly energy reporting, with the
help of third-party specialist consultants. This enables us

Tenant Engagement Plan

-12%

On Track

-7% overall to date

• Sustainability Committee to prepare roadmap for by
2022

Single Use Plastic Elimination

Reduce like-for-like water consumption by 5% on a 2016
baseline by 2020

Current like-for-like energy consumption has
dropped by 5% since 2016, which successfully
allows us to achieve our target a year before
intended.

• Map opportunities for improvements within technical
audits

Waste Measuring & Monitoring

-5% overall to date

-5%

Climate Change adaptation & resilience plans for every
asset including physical climate change risk analysis and
remediation strategy for all sites by 2025 & extend to
cover broader resilience issues analysis for all sites by
2030

Carbon Offsetting

PROGRESS
Complete

OBJECTIVE

Panels

Below, we set out progress against our 2019 quantifiable objectives:

Solar

Our sustainability strategy identifies opportunities for
efficiencies in energy and water consumption and
strengthening climate resilience across the portfolio. Any
efficiency projects undertaken are assessed on the basis
of return on investment for both the environment and our
investors.

Quarterly Energy Monitoring

As an owner and operator of real estate, we understand
the impacts of our built environment and the importance
of addressing these in a sustainable manner. We are
continuously exploring and, where feasible, implementing
solutions designed to mitigate climate change risk, reduce
our carbon emissions and limit the overall impact on the
environment.

x
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Case Study

OBJECTIVE

Constructing Sustainably
Audley Inglewood, in Kintbury, Berkshire
is currently being extended by building an
additional 23 two-bed single storey units within
the village’s walled garden.
Owing to its rural location, Audley Inglewood does not have
mains gas, water or drainage, which has encouraged the
employment of a variety of sustainable technologies to meet
the energy demands of the existing village. The proposed
walled garden scheme design will take this approach
even further to create the most sustainable Audley Group
development to date, by creating a village extension that is
self-sufficient in terms of energy consumption.
The vision can be achieved by building highly-insulated,
airtight units and generating electricity on-site via roofmounted photovoltaic panels, which will power high efficient
LED lighting and sustainable heating and ventilation systems.
Any excess energy can be fed back to the national grid, with
a predicted 5% net contribution of carbon offset to the grid.

Kevin Shaw - Managing Director
“It is in Audley’s DNA to innovate;
the very model on which the
business is built has set the
standard for retirement living
so it is natural that we are
continuing to redefine the sector
by embarking upon a carbon neutral village. We have always
taken environmental and sustainability issues very seriously
and this proposal sends a signal about the scale of our
ambition in this space. It is simply not a case of being the
responsible approach to construction, it is the only approach
that is sustainable over the long term.”
Construction is due to be completed in early 2020. For
further information, please see Audley CSR report at https://
www.audleygroup.com/.

Audley are also evaluating modern methods of construction,
including off-site modular systems that will dramatically
reduce construction time on site and deliver a higher quality
product.

Waste Management

Continuous reduction in waste generation and
improvement in recycling rates, aiming for 5% yearly
improvement in diversion from landfill rates (up to a rate
of 50% diversion from landfill, after which the target is to
maintain and incrementally improve beyond 50% to be
agreed asset by asset). Assets to achieve >50% diversion
from landfill by 2030, where operationally feasible

NEXT STEPS
• Continual quarterly monitoring and measurement of all
waste streams across all managed assets
• Tenant Engagement and education

Facilitate a transition away from single use plastic
packaging: we will implement measures at selected assets
to encourage tenants and retailers to avoid single use
• Map opportunities for improvements within technical
plastic bags, plastic straws, plastic cutlery, plastic plates,
audits
and polystyrene foam packaging, and switch to reusable
or compostable packaging alternatives by 2030, and we’ll • Tenant Engagement and education
identify opportunities to use the compostable end product
in our landscape planted areas.

Nature & Biodiversity
Europe’s biodiversity is increasingly at risk from human
actions. At Moorfield, we want to help restore and protect
unique habitats and the biodiversity they support. Where
possible, at our sites with landscaping, we incorporate native

species and pollinating plants. As bees play a critical role in
healthy ecosystems, we are investigating installing beehives
in our assets.

OBJECTIVE

NEXT STEPS

Biodiversity & habitat survey of all managed assets, and
further implementation at identified assets, by 2022
to identify opportunities to support local biodiversity,
including native plants, pollinators, and beehives

• Map opportunities for improvements within technical
audits

Waste is a global problem and our business recognises our
role in reducing the waste generated by our building users.
We are working to reduce both the absolute volume of
waste we send to landfill and increase the proportion that is
recycled or composted.
Within selected assets we offer segregated collection of
general waste, including co-mingled, organic, fluorescent
tubes and e-waste collection. We provide ongoing tenant
education about correct waste and recycling disposal,
including updated signage and waste education sessions,
and conduct regular waste audits. Within our offices we
have implemented centralised waste collection points to
replace under-desk bins and try to influence our tenants to
do the same.
We acknowledge that plastic pollution poses a significant
threat to the environment and we are committed to reducing
plastic waste in all parts of our operations.

June 2019 – Cobalt Business Park – Celebrating Clean Air Day with the launch
of Cobalt Clean Air Zones
Moorfield.com

January 2019 - Cobalt Business Park - Heron spotting

Supporting wildlife at Hox Park
17
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Social

At Moorfield, to help enable meaningful action, we define
community as our immediate neighbours and those in the
local catchment areas surrounding our properties i.e. those
we are most likely to have a direct or identifiable indirect
impact on. We support and empower our community
partners by focusing on building positive and lasting
relationships and maintaining a sustainable operation. We
believe that having an open and transparent dialogue with
our local communities enables us to create a harmonious
environment for our neighbours, customers and staff alike.

Compliance with local laws and regulations is paramount
to the progress of our development and investment
projects, the sustainability of our operations and harmonious
community environments.
The effectiveness of our community engagement is
continuously being reviewed and adjusted to ensure that we
sufficiently address community interest and opportunities.
Wherever possible, we actively seek to create synergies
and connections between our activities within our managed
assets and our philanthropic activities.

Employees

2018

The value, educational potential, and social impact of
Moorfield is highly dependent on the skills and commitment of
our employees.
Attracting, retaining and managing people with appropriate
expertise and experience is of paramount importance.
However, this alone is insufficient. We must also create
conditions that enable our employees to feel deeply
motivated and committed to their daily work.
The drive to create better working conditions, which will boost
performance, is all the more important since it also addresses
the issue of the changing relationship between employees
and their work. Indeed, an increasing number of people
state that they need more meaningful work and are unwilling
to compromise on their personal values and wellbeing. At
the same time, these people want to be respected and
treated fairly. They also want to develop their skills, fulfil their
potential, enjoy a certain amount of autonomy, and be able to
make appropriate decisions concerning their work.

2019

Gender & Diversity
The real estate sector remains one in which women and
ethnic minorities find it difficult to access senior management
positions, especially in certain specific business lines.
Moorfield is fully committed to promoting gender equality and
diversity in all its aspects and across its fund investments.

Bonus Eligibility

Employee Gender Pay Ratio

Moorfield.com

Units of
Measure

Indicator

Gender Pay
Ratio (%)

Gender Pay Gap (incl
bonuses)

2018

2019

Mean

Mean

52%

52%

100%

100%
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OBJECTIVE

NEXT STEPS

Gradually increase the percentage of women in senior
management

• Close monitoring of the percentage of women in the
main HR processes: recruitment, training, promotion
and internal mobility
• Awareness-raising for HR Committees on equal
opportunities issues
• Establish specific targets to improve women’s access to
leadership roles

Maintain gender diversity in our headcount and report on
gender diversity across all of our assets

• Ongoing close monitoring of the percentage of women
in the main HR processes: recruitment, training,
promotion and internal mobility
• Appoint NED with specific oversight of Diversity and
Inclusion
• Build in enhanced flexibility to new roles to attract more
diverse talent
• Continue to improve monitoring within the main HR
processes: recruitment, training, promotion and internal
mobility

Gradually increase our cultural and ethnic diversity

• Awareness-raising for HR Committees on cultural and
diversity issues
• Make employees aware of the importance of diversity
• Create an outreach and internship programmes to
attract talent from more diverse backgrounds

Moorfield’s statistics have not improved this year
unfortunately owing to there being no new hires to the
business throughout 2019. As discussed in our previous
report as a Company with exceptionally long average
employee tenure, our ability to address imbalances is limited.

We are actively trying to address this further in 2020 by
creating roles with greater flexibility around working hours in
order to attract a more diverse candidate base.

Sadie Malim - Head of Special Projects & Legal
‘It is a fundamental fact that it is key for diverse candidates to see
people who “look like them” sitting in mid and senior roles in their
organisation – and this is where our industry needs to focus. We all
recognise it is impossible to implement change like this overnight:
people need to be nurtured, mentored and supported into these roles
and it is essential for current leaders to champion initiatives that
do this and to constantly challenge their own perceptions of what
leadership looks like’.

Training and Education

Employee Engagement

We support the continual pursuit of improvement through
training and education programmes for our employees.

• All of our employees receive an annual performance
review in the same time frame as the review of annual
incentive compensation. 100% of employees received
performance reviews in 2019

• In 2019 we introduced compulsory online training
programmes for all employees that covered all areas of
compliance and ethics. We further introduced a list of
optional online training courses which employees can
choose to take to increase their knowledge area at their
discretion.

• 100% of our employees completed our 2019 employee
satisfaction survey.

• In 2019 we rolled out a Mentoring programme that is
open to all employees.

OBJECTIVE

NEXT STEPS
• Promote the benefits of internal mobility

Ensure the appropriate drivers of employee engagement
are in place

• Align to tools measuring the engagement of our
employees
• Continue to adapt our benefit packages in order to
maintain our competitive positioning

Healthy & Resilient Buildings
Our success starts with people. Whether they are our staff, or
part of the communities where we operate – happy, healthy
people are crucial.
We see our employees as our greatest asset, and we are
committed to providing them with a healthy workplace that
supports their physical and mental wellbeing.

OBJECTIVE

We also recognise that our buildings have human impacts
both within and outside their walls. Building health is a key
part of our asset management programme. This promotes
and verifies great indoor air quality and emphasizes active
design features that help our building occupants stay
physically active.

NEXT STEPS

Health and Wellbeing analysis of each managed asset
by 2022 including needs analysis, goal setting, taking
• Identify opportunities under technical audit
corrective actions, monitoring & formal ratings (e.g. FitWel)
programme, initiated by the Sustainability Committee
for selected assets, with improvement plans for all assets
across all portfolios.
to include measures that address key wellbeing issues
identified (e.g. wellness / sensory rooms, plants, acoustics, • Develop Building Health Strategy, incorporated into
each asset ESG plan
daylight, seasonally appropriate temperature set points)
and align these with placemaking strategies
Deploy Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) sensors with
automated reporting visible to customers at selected
assets by 2022

• Sustainability Committee to decide on a pilot office in
2021. Findings to be discussed and shared companywide.

January 2019 - Sadie Malim was recognised as one of bisnow’s 48 women shaping the future of UK real estate

Moorfield.com
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Transport & Mobility
Sustainable transport options such as walking, cycling and
public transport can improve health and wellbeing, reduce
congestion and cut carbon emissions—issues we all need
to think about in our own lives. By giving people the right
facilities in the right locations we believe we can help them
travel healthier and more sustainably.
Our success starts with people. Whether they are our staff, or
part of the communities where we operate – happy, healthy
people are crucial.

OBJECTIVE
Walking and cycling routes mapped and displayed on
every asset’s website by 2022

EV charging available at all relevant sites by 2025

May 2019 – Cobalt Business Park - Nature & Wellbeing Walk (as part of a
series of monthly walks)

We see our employees as our greatest asset, and we are
committed to providing them with a healthy workplace that
supports their physical and mental wellbeing.
We also recognise that our buildings have human impacts
both within and outside their walls. Building health is a key
part of our asset management programme. This promotes
and verifies great indoor air quality and emphasizes active
design features that help our building occupants stay
physically active.

NEXT STEPS
• Production of GAP analysis for assets missing green
transport plans
• Sustainability Committee to map out assets, based on
need and car parking spaces
• Sustainability Committee to develop implementation
procedure

Hox Park - Free Fruit Fridays

September 2019 – Cobalt Business Park – Cycling Challenge starting at
Cobalt Bike Hub and heading up towards Northumberland and East to the
coast

2019 – The Trilogy – Spa & Wellness Day for residents. Partnered with The Lowry Hotel and Butter Up Cosmetics
Moorfield.com

September 2019 - Cobalt Central - Second-hand bike sale

June 2019 - Cobalt – promotion of Clear Air Day with free bus travel between
Northumberland Park and Cobalt all day
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Community Actions
We recognise that our buildings are part of larger community
‘eco-systems’, and that they have the potential to either
benefit or detract from their local communities.

To navigate these concerns, we support and engage with the
local community through our development, investment and
asset management activities. We aim to create and operate
buildings that complement and benefit their neighbourhoods.

OBJECTIVE
Develop a clearly defined social impact framework by
2025
Appropriate development and investment assets to have
social sustainability & stakeholder engagement strategies
as part of Asset ESG Plans by 2025

NEXT STEPS
• Sustainability Committee to track initiatives
• Property/Fund Managers encouraged to share best
practice via social medial and other channels
• Sustainability Committee to track initiatives
• Property/Fund Managers encouraged to share best
practice via social media and other channels

May 2019 – Cobalt Business Park– hosting 140 Geography Students from St
Thomas More R C Academy

April 2019 – Cobalt Business Park - Celebrating Easter with an Easter egg
hunt

February 2019 – Cobalt Business Park - Free pension advice clinic

February 2019 – Hox Park – Celebrating Chinese New Year

Duet – Chocolate Day

Duet – Friday social and drinks

Moorfield.com

May 2019 - Trilogy Manchester - hosting their first coffee morning
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Dec 2019 – Hox Park
– Hosted refreshments
before the Memorial
Service

Philanthropy
Fundraiser for SIFA Fireside
Over the festive period, Moorfield Group personnel were
busy cycling the country visiting our fund assets (totalling
859km), although the practicality of this meant it was
achieved via a static bike in our office. Collectively and
taking turns to pedal, we made a virtual visit to The Forge
and Zeta in Newcastle, Trilogy, Duet and our social impact
investment in Manchester, The Toybox in Birmingham, and
then on to Egham to see Hox Park and Audley Coopers Hill

before heading back to our HQ at 10 Grosvenor Street. We
did this to raise money for a fantastic charity, SIFA Fireside,
a homeless centre in Birmingham that provides shelter,
nourishment and life skills to the homeless to help them
move into permanent housing. With everyone’s support we
raised an incredible £10,680, which will go a long way to
making a real difference in improving health and inclusion for
the homeless.

November 2019 – Hox
Park - Donating bedding
and towels for the Dogs
and Cats at Battersea’s
Old Windsor

December 2019 - Fundraiser for SIFA Fireside - Sadie Malim and Holley Caton from Moorfield

OBJECTIVE

NEXT STEPS
• Review of philanthropic activities and suggestion of
options to expand the scope of operations

Encourage sites to put in place philanthropic programmes,
documented as part of Asset ESG Plans by 2022
• Coordination of philanthropic initiatives enabling
employees to share their expertise

Moorfield.com
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Our first social impact investment
Moorfield Foundation, the charitable arm of UK real estate
private equity fund manager Moorfield Group, announced
the acquisition of a residential property in Manchester in
October 2019, which has been leased to Bridge-It Housing,
a registered landlord and charity which provides temporary
housing for homeless people. It represents the Moorfield
Foundation’s first dedicated social impact investment,
a key tenet within its increasingly prominent Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) programme. The investment
was delivered by Manchester based Social Entrepreneur,
Victoria Sinclair and her company Bricks and Soul.

Victoria Sinclair-Bricks & Soul - Founder

Sadie Malim - Head of Special Projects & Legal - Moorfield Group

“It was so refreshing to work with Moorfield on our Home
for the Homeless project in Manchester, because like
Bricks & Soul, Moorfield also understands the importance
of designing homes for wellbeing. Putting the tenants first
meant the results for everyone involved were extraordinary.
The social impact per year is £59,300 and saving to the
public purse is £32,200 per year; it was not only a very
successful collaboration, but a affordable solution to solving
the homeless crisis.”

“This investment also represents the first step towards creating a more sustainable Charitable Foundation that progresses
beyond a simple donations model and which we aspire to build into a meaningful long-term foundation. We loved the
work that Victoria Sinclair at Bricks & Soul was doing in Manchester to bring unloved terraced houses back to life through
community focused refurbishment projects. We shared a common belief that all homes should be inspiring and uplifting
spaces and in particular our aim was deliver such homes for the exclusive use of charitable housing providers.”
One of the Bridge-it clients stated: “I have been living in the Clayton house for 5 months and I’m absolutely in love with it. It is
a 5-star house for me, we have all the facilities we need and the decoration is amazing. This house is better than the house I
grew up in, I am so thankful to Bridge-it Housing for their help.”

Social impact summary at Clayton Street:

Located in Clayton, a suburb three miles east of
Manchester’s city centre, the property is now providing
a home to four otherwise homeless people. Bricks &
Soul, Moorfield’s local Manchester partner who focus on
bringing empty homes back into use with full and inspiring
refurbishment methods, using local tradespeople and
products, were responsible for finding, refurbishing and
delivering the property.
Bridge-It Housing works with a wide range of people who
find themselves suddenly without a permanent home for
a number of different reasons – often loss of employment,
relationship breakdown or refugee status. The charity also
provides additional support through counselling, life skills
training, CV assistance and employment search support,
with a view to moving the residents into permanent social
housing. In the last year it has provided support to over
1000 people through its various initiatives .

Clayton Street Kitchen

Moorfield.com

Clayton Street Bedroom

Source: Hatch Regeneris / Bricks & Soul
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Governance

We respect the rules, behave ethically, transparently disclose our performance and continually strive for best practice.

OBJECTIVE

NEXT STEPS

Raise awareness and re-train all employees on Moorfield's
Code of Ethics (through courses on relevant topics and
applicable regulations, on a periodic basis)

• Support employees and strengthen their ability to
pursue training activities
• Continue to monitor regulatory activity and training
of employees on an ongoing basis according to the
regulator’s requirements

Maintain transparent disclosure of our performance in our
Annual Sustainability Report, quarterly Fund ESG updates
& other ESG reporting mechanisms

• Monitor number of investor ESG surveys/queries/
presentations per year

Maintain & incrementally improve GRESB (Global Real
Estate Sustainability Benchmark)

• Monitor and externally report on participating Fund
GRESB score, annually

Board Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability Committee
At Moorfield, sustainability governance extends from the
main Board (comprising the CEO and CIO) right through
to our originators, asset managers, finance team, all other
employees, contractors and suppliers.
In 2015, our Board established our Sustainability Committee.
This charter charges them with oversight of environmental
and social issues at Moorfield. Their role is to oversee and
advance our corporate social responsibility and sustainability
initiatives and recognise that community engagement
and sustainable operations benefit all of our stakeholders

and are key to preserving and hopefully increasing)
our value and credibility. They provide input on social
and environmental issues based on their broad market
experience as well as strategic guidance around employee
initiatives in these areas. The Sustainability Committee
has representatives from across the business and meets
quarterly. Any sustainability related risks, opportunities for
improvement, misconduct, penalties, incidents or accidents
occurring in a business unit are notified by the Committee to
the Board and appropriate action is taken.

Composition of Governance Bodies
Units of Measure

Indicator

Total numbers

Composition of
the main Board
of Directors

Total numbers
Composition of
the ESG

Moorfield.com

Number of board members
Average tenure on the
governance body
Number of ESG members
Average tenure on the
Committee

2018

2019

3

2

18 years

19 Years

4

5

3 year

3 Year
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Reporting & Ratings
The GRESB Real Estate Assessment – the industry
benchmark for environmental and social impact – results
were released in September 2019 and we have been given
a rating of 2 Stars for MREF III and a rating of 1 Star for our
MAREF Fund. These are good achievements, considering
we have only been participating in GRESB for two years
(MAREF) and three years (MREF III). The MAREF Fund
achieved a 57/100 score, improving on last year’s result of
53. MREF III unfortunately fell 2 points, from 65 in 2018 to
63. The rational for this drop in MREFIII was attributable to
no like-for-like performance reported for offices, residential
multi-family, student accommodation – as assets were sold
at various times across 2017 and 2018, so there was no
comparable data (impacting on energy, GHG and water).

Sadie Malim, Head of Special Project, speaking on the ESG Investment panel at Bisnow's London Investment Agenda 2020. She
discussed the importance of social responsibility in the Real Estate Private Equity industry alongside other sector specialists.

We remain determined to participate in the annual GRESB
benchmarking process, providing comparable and reliable
data on the ESG (Environmental, Social and Governance)
performance of our investments. The 2019 results
assessment helps drive decision-making that leads to a
more sustainable real asset industry.

Robbert Zoet - Head of Investor Relations & Capital Markets
‘Sustainability is the future of investing’

Stakeholder Engagement
One of our key values is the strong belief in the importance
of relationships. It would be impossible for us to progress
our CSR agenda without ongoing engagement with our

major stakeholders: to understand their own approaches and
policies, but also to enable them to tell us if we are meeting
their needs as well as our own.

A tenant survey was conducted in 2019.

OBJECTIVE

NEXT STEPS
• Continue annual independent tenant survey across all
assets that covers all aspects of sustainability.

Regular sustainability engagement with all tenants and
stakeholders

• Continue to engage with all stakeholders on aspects of
sustainability
• Disseminate results to fund/property management
Committees
• Seek opportunities for improvements utilising results

Continuous improvement in tenant satisfaction survey
coverage, response rate and results

Moorfield.com

• Sustainability Committee to monitor tenant survey
results on an annual basis
• Information to be disseminated accordingly
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Closing
Statements

Materiality

Third Party Validation

At Moorfield, we endeavour to understand the long-term
sustainability of an investment and the factors that could
cause it to change. We believe that ESG issues can influence
investment risk and return and, therefore, incorporate ESG
risk considerations into our fundamental investment analysis.

EVORA Global Limited has been appointed by Moorfield to
complete verification of reported energy consumption data
presented within this report.

Our ESG analysis serves to complement our ultimate
objective of delivering superior long-term returns to our
investors. In order to successfully integrate sustainability
into our corporate strategy, Moorfield identifies all relevant
internal and external stakeholders, conducts high-quality
dialogues and ascertains what is meaningful and material.
Through this assessment we balance stakeholder
expectations, identify risks and opportunities and develop
relationships, trust, people and communities. Our key
stakeholders have been identified and prioritised according
to the level of sustainability impact we believe our operations
have on their day-to-day activities, and, in turn, their
sustainability impact on our day-to-day activities. These
impacts span our identified material ESG sustainability risks.
As part of our Environmental Management System, Moorfield
uses a materiality assessment as a strategic business tool,
with implications beyond sustainability reporting. This
assessment applies a sustainability lens to business risk,
opportunity, trend-spotting and risk management processes.
The assessment identifies, refines and assesses numerous
ESG factors that can affect our business and/or our
stakeholders.
In general, our material topics do not change significantly
from one year to the next, so we do not perform detailed
reassessments at defined regular intervals. Instead,
streamlined interim updates capture new issues or changing
topics. This ongoing assessment process captures emerging
risks, opportunities and stakeholder views across the
business. We ensure that our materiality process is integral to
the wider business strategy by involving colleagues across
the business to ensure emerging risks or opportunities are
not missed. We monitor evolving external aspects by working
with third parties, but also by reviewing feedback from
surveys, our own ESG education, and insights generated
from our social media platforms.
The Sustainability Committee is responsible for considering
how sustainability topics interrelate with our business
strategy, and also to develop sustainability materiality
processes that link with the wider risk management process.
By assessing and understanding the range of ESG factors,
together with many other investment criteria, we believe we
will be better positioned to deliver consistent, superior longterm investment returns for our investors.

Moorfield.com

Methodology
Moorfield utilises SIERA as its Data Management System
platform. SIERA enables efficient data capture and analysis.
Furthermore, I can confirm that EVORA has used ISO 14064
as the methodology for data collection, verification and
calculation for energy and greenhouse gas emissions
In summary the applied process for data verification
includes:
i. Confirmation of asset data
ii. Receipt of reported energy consumption
iii. Initial data accuracy checks (completed by SIERA
software platform)
iv. Submission of queries and clarification to Moorfield and
Property Management teams
v. Verification of data and results (completed by software
with specialist consultant review)
Notes:
• Environmental performance data (electricity and gas) is
based on invoiced data. However, in some cases - to
address data gaps - estimates have been used. Records
of estimated consumption data, and methodologies used
have been reviewed and are held on file.

Opinion
Invoiced data is accurately reported. Estimations are
clearly identified (using previous year data and pro rata
techniques), where information is found to be missing. A full
record of estimations is available from EVORA.
Moorfield continue to work towards improving accuracy of
data. This will support improvement programmes going
forwards.

About EVORA
EVORA is an independent, pan-European sustainability
consultancy and software provider, specialising in the
commercial real estate sector.
Paul Sutcliffe

Director
June 2020
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Conclusion

Performance Report

Thank you for reading our annual sustainability report, which
was prepared by Sadie Malim, Head of Special Projects
and Legal, Moorfield Group. We attest that the information
contained in this report is accurate and addresses all aspects
of our sustainability strategies material to our stakeholders.

We set out on the following pages, our environmental
sustainability performance for assets under management.

We value your feedback and welcome any questions,
comments or suggestions on this report and our performance.
For any questions pertaining to this report, please contact
sadie.malim@moorfield .com. More information about our
sustainability strategy and corporate responsibility practices
is available on our website at https://www.moorfield.com/ourapproach/environmental-social-governance/ and on Twitter @
moorfieldgroup

Sustainability performance for the 2019 calendar year (1
January 2019 to 31 December 2019) is presented against 2018
in the following tables:
• Table 1: Energy – Absolute, Like-for-Like and Intensity –
2019 versus 2018
• Table 2: GHG emissions – Absolute, Like-for-Like and
Intensity - 2019 versus 2018
• Table 3: Water - Purchased and Consumed - 2019 versus
2018
• Table 4: Waste - Purchased and Consumed - 2019 versus
2018
The reporting boundary has been defined according to where
Moorfield has Operational Control, i.e. where it has the full
authority to introduce and implement operating policies. Single
let assets (where tenants are responsible for procurement) and
assets in development are excluded.

Table 1: Energy - Purchased and Consumed: 2019 versus 2018 (Not applicable: Electricity self generated from non-fuel
sources (e.g. solar, wind); Renewable fuels use)
Sector and
Energy Source

Energy
Source
Electricity

OFFICE

RESIDENTIAL

MIXED USE

TOTAL

Absolute data

Absolute kWh

Like for Like kWh

Like-for-Like Intensity (kWh/m2)

2018

2019

2018

2019

% Change

1,882,655

1,752,465

1,700,063

1,631,780

-4.0%

Fuels

1,103,942

1,170,520

1,087,292

1,165,409

7.2%

Total Energy

2,986,597

2,922,985

2,787,355

2,797,189

0.4%

Coverage

11

11

Electricity

752,938

1,307,991

0

0

Fuels

1,662,286

1,036,786

0

0

Total Energy

2,415,224

2,344,777

0

0

Coverage

2

3

Electricity

308,594

329,280

308,594

329,280

Fuels

0

0

0

0

Total Energy

308,594

329,280

308,594

329,280

7%

2,008,657

1,961,060

-2%

Coverage

2

2

Electricity

2,944,187

3,389,735

2018

2019

% Change

15

15

0%

16

17

7%

15

15

0%

10

0
7%

2

Fuels

2,766,228

2,207,306

1,087,292

1,165,409

7%

Total Energy

5,710,414

5,597,041

3,095,949

3,126,469

1%

Coverage

15

16

12

Includes consumption for assets that were sold during the
reporting period and where Moorfield held operational control.
Like-for-Like data
Performance data excludes assets where they were not in
ownership for 24 months covering the reporting periods. No
estimates have been made for like-for-like data.
Intensity data
Intensity performance data reflects like-for-like classified
assets. Net lettable area has been used as the denominator
for intensity for all sector types.

Table 2: GHG emissions – Absolute, Like-for-Like and Intensity - 2019 versus 2018

Sector and
GHG Source

OFFICE

RESIDENTIAL

MIXED USE

TOTAL

Moorfield.com

GHG Source

Absolute Emissions (tonnes
CO2e)
2018

Like-for-Like Emissions (tonnes CO2e)

2019

2018

2019

% Change

Scope 1

203

215

200

214

7%

Scope 2

533

449

481

418

-13%

681

632

5%

Total

736

664

Coverage

11

11

Scope 1

306

191

0

0

Scope 2

213

335

0

0

0

0

Like-for-Like Intensity kgCO2/m2
2018

2019

% Change

4

3

-7%

5

4

-4%

10

Total

519

526

Coverage

2

3

Scope 1

0

0

0

0

Scope 2

87

84

87

84

-4%

Total

87

84

87

84

-4%

Coverage

2

2

0

2

Scope 1

509

406

200

214

7%

Scope 2

833

868

569

502

-12%

Total

1,342

1,274

769

716

-7%

Coverage

15

16

12
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Notes

Table 3: Water - Purchased and Consumed - 2019 versus 2018

Absolute m³ Usage

Sector

OFFICE
RESIDENTIAL
TOTAL

Water

Like-for-Like m³ Usage

Like-for- Like Intensity m³/m2

2018

2019

2018

2019

% Change

2018

2019

% Change

4,881

5,324

4,775

5,188

9%

0.03

0.03

9%

0

0

Coverage

9

10

Water

16,499

17,371

8

Coverage

3

2

Water

21,379

22,695

Coverage

12

12

0
4,775

5,188

9%
8

Table 4: Waste - 2019 versus 2018

Absolute
Sector and Waste Destination

Recycling
OFFICE

2018

2018

% Change

2019

%

Tonnes

%

Tonnes

%

Tonnes

%

56

61%

34

49%

56

61%

34

49%

Incineration

0

0%

30

44%

0

0%

30

44%

Landfill

37

39%

5

7%

37

39%

5

7%

Total

93

68
8

93

68

8

61%

34

49%

56

61%

34

49%

Incineration

0

0%

30

44%

0

0%

30

44%

Landfill

37

39%

5

7%

37

39%

5

7%

Total

93
8

93
8

0%

8

56

68

-40%

-27%

Recycling

Coverage

Moorfield.com

2019

Tonnes

Coverage

TOTAL

Absolute

68

-40%

0%
-27%

8
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10 Grosvenor Street
Mayfair
London
W1K 4QB
T: 020 7399 1900
F: 020 7499 2114
E: enquiry@moorfield.com

Press Contact
For press enquiries please contact
Richard Gotla at FTI Consulting:
T: +44 (0) 20 3727 1575

Moorfield.com
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